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Critical Details
Date of Completion: January 2019

Project Size (Square Feet): 87,000

Owner(s): Gates & Dickson, L.L.C. - Byron Hathorn and Brooke Ciardelli

Operator: Life Care Services

Architect: 4240 Architecture, Lou Bieker, Principal

Interior Design Firm: dpf Design, Denise Welch-May, Principal

Builder / General Contractor: Estes and Gallup

Photographer(s) & Designers for Photos & Renderings: Rob Karosis, Photographer; Ann Kiley, Graphic Designer for 
Floor Plans
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Text for Consideration (500 words)
We approached The Village with the fundamental belief that Assisted Living and Memory Care communities can exist in productive synthesis with a wider community. Our downtown 
location in White River Junction is more than a convenient and vibrant backdrop for the care we provide, it's an essential part of The Village experience. Main Street doesn't end at our 
door, it extends inside - the architecture of our unique ‘vertical main street’ distributes amenity spaces across five floors, encouraging residents to move throughout the community 
during their day. The layout keeps residents active and mobile, and the spatial diversity of each amenity allows for unique and individual design personalities.

Inspiration for the function and design of each space came directly from the local community. White River Junction is a renowned culinary, artistic and cultural hub, with 8 great 
restaurants, a nationally recognized regional theater, the Center for Cartoon Studies, an independent film festival and over 50 artist studios and independently operated retail shops, all 
within two blocks of The Village. The architectural programming created spaces intentionally to suit these artists and craft makers, so that they would find it easy to visit and work with 
seniors in the building – and many such relationships have blossomed. For instance, the local bluegrass musician who teaches the cello to one of our residents, who in turn teaches the 
piano to local teenagers; our collection of over 50 original artworks produced by local artists; our on-going ‘Artist in Residence’ program, offering studio space in exchange for leading 
programs for the community; a member of the Royal Shakespeare Company (UK) who recently gave a lecture on “King Lear – Age or Dementia?” in our live concert hall, where actors 
from the local professional theater regularly bring new plays to develop with residents.

The influence of the local area also characterizes The Village’s interior design. To ease residents’ transition into the community we thought first of the psychological impact of design, 
working with recognizable, local materials and styles – Vermont Danby marble, white ash planks harvested from trees the site, and custom cabinetry by Vermont craftspeople.

The exterior architecture evokes the town’s industrial history in steel, wood and brick, while the amenity spaces were conceived as glazed lanterns, gently illuminating the historic 
downtown setting. The street-level dining room is styled to evoke a neighborhood restaurant and opens onto a terrace where residents can grow vegetables. All of which provides a 
network of spaces for residents to engage with each other, their friends, families and the surrounding community.

Many residents of The Village were born in the Upper Valley, or attended college here, raised families in the area, or in some cases all three. For us it is paramount that joining our 
community offers residents the opportunity to strengthen their connections rather than letting them fade – The Village sits right at the heart of its community because that’s where our 
residents want to be. In the familiar, welcoming environment they’ve loved and got to know so well.
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SITE PLAN
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The Village at White River Junction occupies the historic
downtown intersection of Gates & Currier Street, at the
confluence of an active urban core, a quiet residential
neighborhood and a serenely wooded hillside.

The 5-story, 80 apartment community provides safety,  care and 
community for residents.

The location offers three distinct elements, fundamental  to The 
Village philosophy: there is the “front porch” – the facade and 
public face of the building, including  the Greenough Garden and 
porte-cochère entrance;  the “hearth” – the area of busy daily 
activity within
the building, including the Edson Bistro, the art gallery,  concert hall, 
and Teddy’s Pub, the heart of resident  social life; and the “back 
yard” – the quieter residential  spaces, overlooking the site’s 
peaceful, tree-lined hillside  area, including the 4th floor rooftop dog
park.

The building is stepped back from the street intersection,  drawing 
the bulk of the silhouette closer to the hillside,  and providing a rich 
natural backdrop that visually  absorbs the primary massing of the 
building. This natural  fabric not only receives and softens its visual 
impact, it in  turn allows for a quieter environment for the residential  
area of the facility, despite its urban in-fill location.



EXTERIOR
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The dramatic exterior architecture evokes the town’s  industrial 
history in steel, wood and brick while the  amenity spaces were 
conceived as glazed lanterns,  gently illuminating the historic 
downtown setting.

The public facades along Currier and Gates Streets are  composed 
primarily of masonry (warm toned brick),  metal panels (projected 
bay windows and stair towers)  and glass (ground floor storefront 
and upper floor  punched openings) with an attention to a 
handmade  craft and quality found in the surrounding context.

Photography: Rob Karosis
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STREET SCAPE
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The urban in-fill project positions senior  
residents in the heart of downtown and  creates 
a lifestyle for seniors that is rich  with 
connections to multi-generational  living within 
the larger community.
Senior-friendly sidewalks stretch from  the 
front entry down the length of the  building 
and to the restaurants, shops  and local arts 
and culture offerings.

This photo shows The Village’s proximity  to its 
downtown neighbours: the  Methodist Church, 
tucked behind The  Village; Northern Stage & 
Barrette Arts  Center, a leading regional theatre
just steps from the entry, one of many  local 
restaurants in the bottom left of  the photo 
and across the street, to  the right, a stretch 
of artisanal shops,
independent art galleries, artists’ studios  and 
above, White River Junction’s  historic Hotel
Coolidge.

Photography: Rob Karosis



FLOOR PLANS
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The unusual lot configuration required a  creative 
architectural massing solution.  The parking 
garage is tucked into the  toe of the steep hillside 
and mechanical  spaces are placed toward the
back.
The dynamic street intersection is  softened with 
the street level Greenough  Garden.

The space layout offers apartments on  three 
sides of the building, each with  distinct views, 
allowing residents to select  that which they are 
most at home with - the busy town center, the 
‘village’ view  of family homes and small 
businesses, or  the serenely wooded hillside.

The 2nd floor houses the Memory Care  
Neighborhood, with the two ‘lantern’  spaces on 
the prone corner of the  building, containing 
amenity spaces  (The Newton Lounge and Wilder 
Dining  Room). These lanterns stack through the  
upper floors, providing the social and  
architectural ‘vertical main street’ of the  
community.



FLOOR PLAN
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Upper floors continue the massing and  the 
lantern spaces at the intersection  and 
secondary middle section of the  building.

The 5th floor is pulled back to reduce  the 
sense of the overall height,  tucking it back 
toward the hillside  and not visible from the 
pedestrain  street level, thereby keeping the  
building’s mass and height inline with  
neighboring properties. Stepping  back 
the 5th floor also allows for
a dramatic wrap-around rooftop  terrace 
with extensive views over the  downtown 
and rolling VT and NH hills  beyond.



THE WINDSOR DINING ROOM
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Located on the ground floor adjacent to the  Greenough 
Garden and along Currier Street, the  Windsor Dining Room 
design is referential to much  loved restaurants in the
community.

The large store-front windows provide connectivity to  the 
pedestrian traffic along Gates & Currier Streets and  create an 
elegant and brightly-lit dining experience.
The ochre carpet echoes traditional Vermont basket weaving
patterns. A coordinated palette of material colors brings joy
and warmth to daily meals.

Photography: Rob Karosis
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MILLER STAGE

Inspired by the rich performing arts scene in the  downtown, a 
proper chamber concert stage was  designed to serve residents 
and entice local artists to  perform at The Village. Lighting fixtures 
are theatrical  in style, wall colors are bold and dramatic and 
flexible  seating allows for a range of setups. The back drop  when 
watching performances is the town skyline and  wider world
beyond.



TEDDY’S PUB
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On the top floor, the elevator opens out directly into  Teddy’s Pub. 
A wall of floor-to-ceiling true divided  light windows overlook the 
rooftop terrace and indoor
conservatory, and is partnered with strong, rich material  colors. 
Fireside afternoon tea and cocktail hour is  served from the 
handsome old-world bar. Original  artwork by local artists is 
featured above the fireplace  with Vermont slate-like surround and 
deep mantle. The  Pub juxtaposes richly toned mohair and leather 
with a  modern patinated tile fireplace and views of the valley.

Photography: Rob Karosis



THE LYRIC CINEMA
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The name of this space refers to a historic movie house  that used 
to stand a block away from the site of The  Village. Usage includes 
daily resident movie screenings,  premieres by local film-makers 
and classes from  Dartmouth College’s continuing education
program.
Traditional style movie seats, William Morris fabric  stretches over 
acoustic panels, projection equipment  supports a variety of needs 
and induction loop hearing  support connects by Blu-tooth to 
hearings aids for  individual sound control. The cinema recalls the  
original Lyric Theater with its marbled wallpaper and  art-deco
motifs.

As well as screenings, the Lyric Cinema can show  a 
grandchild’s recent vacation slide-show, live  broadcasts, 
and on-demand films.

Photography: Rob Karosis



THE CROCKWELL ART GALLERY
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Adjacent to The Miller Stage, the Crockwell Gallery  hosts 
rotating exhibits of local and resident artists.
Gallery Oak flooring, track lighting and modern furniture  offer a 
‘real’ gallery experience and also serves as

the pre/post-function space for Miller Stage events.

Photography: Rob Karosis



THE SMITH & SONS KITCHEN
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Private dining, resident cooking and  demonstration 
cooking classes are offered  in the Smith & Sons 
Kitchen. A farmhouse  dining table sits adjacent to 
the multi- level cooking island. The higher level 
uses  indigenous Vermont Danby Marble for  
preparation surfaces and as a setting for  the 
induction cooktop, while the lower  level is made 
from white ash planks that  were harvested from 
the site, locally kiln  dried and fabricated. The 
Kitchen decor  twins local artist landscape paintings 
with  checkerboard Marmoleum flooring.

Photography: Rob Karosis



THE ABBOTT ART STUDIO
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Extraordinary views and natural light  make the 
Abbott Art Studio enticing  for both residents 
and community  artists. Named after 
acclaimed VT  photographer Collamer Abbott, 
the  lower level orange ceiling brings a  
warmth and intimacy to the space,  while the 
apex of the windows offers a  light tone 
balance preferred by more  established artists 
and mimics the  quality of outdoor natural
light.

Photography: Rob Karosis



ASSISTED LIVING APARTMENTS
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50 Assisted Living apartments offer a wide choice for residents – 3 distinct views (Town,  Village or 
Hillside) on the upper three floors. Apartments are in one-bedroom,

one-bedroom-deluxe and two-bedroom configurations.

The apartments are designed to have a familiar residential scale and use popular local  materials such as 
Vermont granite countertops, wood casings, extra deep stained wood  window sills and Vermont-made 
kitchen and bathroom cabinetry. Apartments come with  kitchenettes, large closets and some models with 
walk-in dressing rooms.

Extra attention is given to all ADA accessible/adaptable features and code compliant  safety elements. 
Drawer and cabinet pulls are attractive, residential and easy to use with  decreasing mobility and dexterity.

Apartments are designed in warm neutral tones to provide residents with a clean palette  to furnish with 
their own furnishings and personal tastes.

Assisted Living apartments have light filtering shades, individual heat/AC controls, fresh air  return and 
operable windows.

Photography: Rob Karosis



LILLIAN’S SALON
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Lillian’s Salon, named after silent movie star Lillian Gish who filmed a famous scene in the local White River,
harkens back to the glamour of the 1920’s with its use of gilded mirrors, warm peach tones and vintage
style furniture pieces.

THE LATHAM GYM

The Latham Gym energizes residents to stay healthy with senior specific equipment for  both physical 
therapy and exercise. Rubberized floor reduces body impact, mirrored wall  lets residents follow along an 
instructor easily and windows overlooking the next door  theater and wooded hillside provide a dynamic
view.

Photography: Rob Karosis



THE WENTWORTH LOUNGE  & 
EDSON BISTRO
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Residents and visitors to The Village are welcomed at  a custom-
made concierge desk, and move through  to the elegant 
Wentworth Lounge and fireside Edson  Bistro. The space design 
makes extensive use of local  and indigenous materials, with 
frequent references  to New England visual vernacular, re-
envisioned in a
modern way. Classic frames are combined with color- rich patterns 
and easily maintainable materials to bring  new vitality and 
sophistication to healthcare furnishings.

Throughout The Village, our living spaces exhibit  our 
commitment to the local area’s heritage of
craftsmanship. We avoid one-size-fits-all design, opting  instead for 
combinations of familiar materials, colors or  patterns, and refined, 
comforting design. Our furnishings  are timeless and elegant yet 
durable and appropriate  for everyday use.

Photography: Rob Karosis



MEMORY CARE KITCHEN  & 
DINING ROOMS
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The second floor is home to the secure Memory Care  
Neighborhood and has its own dining room and  amenities 
uniquely designed to serve the needs of  those with cognitive 
issues.

In this area, we used warm, enlivened tones with  residential 
details to convey both comfort and  familiarity and tie color-
memory to tactile, sensory  and personal experiences. This 
consideration for color  and wayfinding applies throughout the 
floor and ties  thematic spaces together.

Photography: Rob Karosis



MEMORY CARE ACTIVITY  
LOUNGE
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Overlooking the streetscape and  
Greenough Garden below, the  Newton 
Lounge offers a connection  to the 
community and provides an  activity area 
with ample workspace  to allow residents 
the space to  participate in activities at their 
own  pace and ability.

Photography: Rob Karosis



MEMORY CARE LIBRARY
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The Newberry Library is a warm, cozy  space for 
residents to relax and families  to spend time
together.

The slanted display shelves of the  bookcases 
are designed to ensure  staff can quickly 
prepare and access
alternative materials to avoid frustrating  
residents with memory loss issues.

The Library houses our ‘Life Box’  collection - a 
curated series of boxes  containing items from 
particular eras  of the last 80 years, to comfort 
and  engage residents who may have  difficulty 
recalling recent decades, but  whose memory 
of the earlier parts of  their lives is fully intact.

Life Boxes seen on shelves below the  
television and on the pedastal table  in the 
center of the room are Gates  & Dickson 
designed activity tools for
engaging and redirecting residents with  cognitive 
issues and provide family and  staff members 
tools for conversation with

loved ones.
Photography: Rob Karosis



LIVING NOOKS TM
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Gates & Dickson offers unique and proprietary  Living 
Nooks™ specifically designed for memory  care 
neighborhoods. Our Living Nooks™ create  immersive life-
scapes for memory-impaired  residents, which maximize 
independence in a  familiar and easy to interact with
environment.

Each Living Nook™ encourages independent  
interaction, at the level of cognitive function  of 
individual residents – on their own time  and in their 
own way. The illusory environment  is rich with 
carefully selected color and  decorated with familiar 
objects from other
times that provide a sense of normalcy . Deeply  
absorbing, these real environments are a  unique tool, 
which provides genuine pleasure,  increases productive 
engagement and  decreases agitation. Living Nooks™ are 
roam- friendly and invite residents to touch, feel, use  
and share the items.

Stimuli is controlled and balanced, noisy and  
confusing distractions are minimized and  residents 
can look forward to a calming,  involving and familiar
experience.

THE TALBOT PLAY KITCHEN. Photography: Rob Karosis



MEMORY CARE  
APARTMENT
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Memory Care studios offer large  windows 
with extended wood sills  for residents to 
display cherished  possessions.

Apartments come with  
either wood patterned flooring or  low 
fiber carpet in neutral tones.
Bathrooms are spacious to allow staff  to easily 
assist residents in toileting and  walk-in 
showers are easy for residents  with low
mobility.

Photography: Rob Karosis



THE GREENOUGH GARDEN
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The building is set back from the lot line and nested into the steeply rising hillside, allowing  the residents’ 
garden to face the active town street life. The garden is raised above the  street level to provide residents 
both a secure protected area and better interaction
with the surrounding community. Raised vegetable beds and a vertical herb wall let  residents garden with 
ease and grow vegetables and herbs for use by the chef in meal  preparation.

Exterior plants have been specifically selected to mirror classic, familiar and iconic species,  which are typically 
found in residential gardens in this region. Many residents will have  spent their lives measuring time with 
each coming season – the first daffodil, when the  lilacs bloom, the first daisy or sunflower, red stick dogwood 
in winter and the landscaping  at The Village has paid close attention to use icon species to continue these
traditions.

Photography: Rob Karosis



THE CANTORE TERRACE
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The magnificent rooftop Cantore Terrace encourages residents to spend time in the sunshine with friends and family in an elegantly relaxed environment. Outdoor teak rockers, wicker  style tables and chairs provide the 
perfect spot to enjoy sweeping views of the surrounding Vermont hillside and distant New Hampshire mountains.

Photography: Rob Karosis


